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Abstract—Propositions necessary for development of
parallel-hierarchical (PH) network training methods are
discussed in this article. Unlike already known structures of the
artificial neural network, where non-normalized (absolute)
similarity criteria are used for comparison, the suggested
structure uses a normalized criterion. Based on the analysis of
training rules, a conclusion is made that application of two
training methods with a teacher is optimal for PH network
training: error correction-based training and memory-based
training. Mathematical models of training and a combined
method of PH network training for recognition of static and
dynamic patterns are developed.

Index Terms—parallel-hierarchical network,
population coding, preparation, face recognition.

training,

configured and operating synchronically synaptic weight,
and is able to perform any computations. This result became
a real breakthrough in the sphere of nervous system
modeling.
One of the modern directions in this area are parallelhierarchical (PH) networks [2-5] that possess good
computational performance due to the homogeneous
organization of the parallel distributed structure, as well as
due to ability to learn and generalize. Generalization means
elaboration of a substantiated result on the basis of input
data, which was not formed at the training stage. These data
processing properties enable PH networks to solve complex
problems, for which purpose they should be integrated into
more complex systems.

I. INTRODUCTION
An algorithm of back propagation of error assumes the
presence of a certain external link supplying the neural
network, in addition to input patterns, with targeted output
patterns as well. Algorithms based on such concept are
called training algorithms with a teacher. For their
successful functioning, experts are needed that would
specify a reference output pattern for each input pattern at
the preliminary stage. As the creation of intelligent systems
is based, to a great extent, on biological prototypes, up till
now, the disputes do not end on whether to consider training
algorithms with a teacher natural or completely artificial.
For instance, training of the human brain, in appearance,
takes place without a teacher: information arrives to visual,
acoustic, tactile and other receptors from without, and
certain self-organization takes place in nervous systems.
However, one can hardly deny the fact that people have
many teachers in their life (in literal and in metaphorical
sense), who coordinate external impacts. At the same time,
whatever the result of the dispute between adherents those
concepts of training is, they both have a right to existence.
In their classical work McCulloch and Pitts [1] describe
the logic of computations in neural networks, based on the
mathematical logic and on results obtained in
neurophysiology, when a formalized model of the neuron
corresponds to the principle “all or nothing”. The network
with such paradigm is composed of a great number of
elementary computing units connected by the correctly
1

II. PREMISES FOR DEVELOPMENT OF PH NETWORK
TRAINING METHODS

The most important property for any neural network is its
ability to be trained, receiving data from the environment,
and to improve its efficiency as a result of the training
process . The neural network is trained by means of an
interactive process of synaptic weights and thresholds
adjustment.
Ideally, the neural networks obtain knowledge about the
environment after each iteration of the training process. We
may define training as a process, where free parameters of
the network are adapting through a process of stimulation by
the environment, to which the network itself is incorporated.
A type of the training is determined by the application of a
training method with varying parameters. This definition of
the training process implies the following sequence of
events:
1.
The neural network is stimulated by the
environment.
2.
Free parameters of the neural network are changed
as result of the stimulation.
3.
The neural network responds to the stimuli of the
environment in a new manner due to changes that occurred
in the inner structure of the network.
A predetermined set of strict rules of training problem
solving is called a training algorithm. As is it known, the
universal training algorithm does not exist, since all training
algorithms differ from each other by an adjustment method
of synaptic weights of neurons. Another specific distinction
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of the neural networks created from interconnected neurons
is a mode of network connection with the environment. In
this context we may speak about an environment modelrelated training paradigm.
As is it known, there are three training paradigms:
training with a teacher, without a teacher and a mixed one.
In the first case, there is a required answer for every input
pattern. Weights are adjusted in such a way that network
outputs are as close as possible to the required answers. For
the training without a teacher, there are no required answers
for each input pattern. In this case the pattern clusterization
occurs. In case of the mixed training, weight coefficients of
one group of neurons are adjusted by means of training with
a teacher, and another group is being self-trained.
The main feature, which makes training without a teacher
attractive, is its independence. The training process, as in the
case of training with a teacher, consists in adjusting synapse
weights. Some algorithms also change the PH network
structure as well. Such transformations of the structure are
called self-organization. Adjustment of synapses weights
can be performed only on the basis of information regarding
the state of neurons and weight coefficients already
available. The method of PH network organization is
described in [2, 3].

Based on the PH network structure and an analysis of
training rules [6], a conclusion can be drawn that the most
optimal solution for the PH network training will be an
application of two methods of training with a teacher: an
error correction-based training and memory-based training.
A parallel-hierarchical network consists of a number of
layers, with each layer consisting of parallel branches.
Starting from the second layer, each following branch being
formed is shifted in time in relation to the previous branch.
An incoming pattern is sent to the elements of parallel
branches of the first layer, and elements of branches of the
second and following layers are formed consequently in
time from elements of branches of the first and branches of
the previous layers respectively. A length of the algorithm
of the PH network and, correspondingly, a number of
elements in branches, a number of branches and a number of
layers is not constant values, but is determined by a
character of distribution of incoming data.
At the initial stage of the PH network self-training, the
experience, presented by input patterns, entering the PH
network, is accumulated in large quantities of correctly
classified samples of “input-output” type. (1):
i

i

N

i 1

,

(1)

where xi is an input vector, d i is a corresponding
required initial signal.
As we develop a training model without a teacher, i.e. a
desired output signal of the network is unknown, let us

d 1

. This way input patterns are taken as
assume i
reference once in the formation of the training sample.
After the training sample is formed (for static patterns it
will contain 1000-1500 patterns, for dynamic – 10000
patterns), certain classes should be formed and clusterization
of patterns, accumulated in the database performed. Ten
40

xi   (t ) xi  1   (t ) 

1
n

,

(2)

xi is an input vector, n is the dimensionality of the
 (t ) is a coefficient that in the process of training
vector,
where

varies from zero to unit.
Transformations of the input patterns consist of sending
practically similar patterns to the network input and in the
course of time t patterns come closer and closer to reference
ones.
After that the system operates on the principle of training
with a teacher. Operation of the PH network in such mode is
described in [7].
We will briefly describe those methods of PH network
training.

x (n)

The signal vector
is an input signal of the PH
network. Discrete time, or a step number of the iterative
training process of the PH network, is denoted by n. An

III. DEVELOPMENT OF MATHEMATICAL MODELS OF
PARALLEL-HIERARCHICAL NETWORK TRAINING

 x , d 

percent of the images were used as the training sample for
each type of images. This clusterization can lead to the
situation that classes formed, to which input patterns fall,
will either merge or, on the contrary, will split into
additional classes, in case, if patterns of the same class turn
out to be close.
For this purpose, a method of convex combination [7]
should be applied, whose essence is in subjecting input
patterns to transformation (2):

yk (n) is compared with
d (n) ; as a result, an error signal ek (n)
the desired output k
output signal of the PH network

is formed. By definition:

ek  n   d k  n   yk  n  .

(3)
The error signal will initialize a control mechanism,
whose aim is an application of the sequence of corrections
of the PH network error signal. These changes are aimed at

yk (n) to the

step-wise approximation of the initial signal

d (n)

desired signal k
. It is achieved at the expense of
minimization of the cost function or of the index of
productivity

E (n) , which is calculated by formula (4):
E n 

ek 2  n 
,
2

(4)

E (n) is a current value of error energy.
where
The step-wise correction of PH network parameters takes
place until system parameters reach an absolutely balanced
state (+1) in case of the correct recognition, or an absolutely
non-balanced state (-1) – in case of the incorrect
recognition. At this point the training process stops.

E (n)

occurs
Minimization of the cost function
according to the Delta Rule or Widrow-Hoff Rule [8, 9]. Let
us denote a current value of the PH network parameter,

x (n)

, the jth level of the
corresponding to the input vector
PH network at the discretization step n. In accordance with

 (n)

j
the delta rule
, the parameter change at this step of
discretization is defined by relation (5):

 j  n    ek  n  x j  n  ,

(5)
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where n is a positive constant that determines a training
process rate and is used when transiting from one step to
another.
Having computed a value of the PH network parameter

 (n)

j
change
, we can determine its new value for the
next discretization step:
 j  n  1   j  n    j  n  .
(6)
Thus, they can be considered as an old and a new value of
PH network parameters. Hence, we can write:

 j  n   z 1  j  n  1  ,

(7)
where z is a single delay operator. This element is a
memory cell.
Under the memory-based training, all previous experience
is accumulated in a large amount of correctly classified
samples of the “input-output” type (8):

 x , d 
i

i

N

i 1

,

(8)

xi is an input vector, and d i is a corresponding
x
desired initial signal. If a certain unknown vector i needs
where

to be classified, an initial signal that corresponds to the input

x

signal, close to i , is selected from the database.
A memory-based training algorithm of the PH network
includes two main components:
a criterion, used for determination of
surrounding;

xi vector

training rules, applied to a sample from the test
vector surrounding.
According to the nearest neighbour rule [8], a sample
nearest to the test one, is included into the neighbors.
Let us consider a vector (9):

x 'N  x1 , x2 , ... xN 

(9)
This vector is considered to be the nearest neighbor of
vector

xi , if the condition (10) is satisfied:

min d  x j , xi   d  x 'N , xi  ,

(10)
where d( xi, xj) is the Euclidean distance between vectors

x

xi

and j [10]. This training rule does not depend on the
distribution law used in samples generation in the course of
training.
A variation of the nearest neighbour-based classifier is a
classifier of K-nearest neighbors, which can be described in
the following way.
A set of k classified neighbors nearest to the input test

x

x

vector i , where k is certain integer, are found. Vector i is
referred to the class, being met among more frequently than
others among k- closest neighbors.
Therefore, a classifier based on the k nearest neighbors
rule operates similarly to the averaging unit. For instance, it
may not take into account single outliers (i.e., observations
differing from the nominal model), as shown in Fig 1:

Figure 1 Graphic interpretation of the memory-based PH network training
method

In Fig.1, the area in dash circle contains two points,
belonging to class 1 and one point belonging to class 0;

x

point d corresponds to test vector i . If k=3, the classifier
based on k nearest neighbors rule, will refer point d to class
1, despite the fact, that it lies closer to the class 0 outliers.
IV. DEVELOPMENT OF THE PARALLEL-HIERARCHICAL
NETWORK TRAINING METHODS

Results of the correlative comparison of images of
different faces carried out in [7], show that an informative
indicator is a correlation factor at the zero level of the PH
network. We will use it to verify pattern correspondence, as
well as to determine a desired answer in the error correctionbased training method.
Results of the correlative comparison of images of
different faces by the PH network levels [6, 11] indicate that
informative indicators for face recognition are correlation
factors at the first, middle, the last but one and third from
the end levels. Those indexes will be auxiliary when using
the PH network training method for recognition of static
patterns.
For PH network training for static patterns recognition we
will use a combined method, containing “self learning”
technology-based training methods. A detailed description
of the combined method is provided below.
A sequence of the combined method is based on errors
correction and application of PH network memory in
recognizing static patterns:
1.
Construction of the PH network structure of a
selected image.
2.
Application of the memory-based training method.
A number of the PH network levels is a classifier based on
k-nearest neighbors used in the given method.
3.
Construction of the PH network structure of the
reference image.
4.
Application of the error correction-based training
method. A criterion used for verification in this method, is a
correlation factor at the zero level of the PH network.
5.
Error correction for correlation factors is performed
at the zero, first, middle, last but one and third from the end
levels of PH network. The correction is performed until
network parameters reach an absolutely balanced state (+1),
or exceed it. If the value of parameters leads to state (-1) (or
an absolutely unbalanced state), then the conclusion is
drawn that this image does not belong to the given pattern.
Results of processing of dynamic patterns of laser beam
spot images [12] indicate that the informative indicator is an
average correlation factor by PH network levels for
formation of the lower boundary of the tunnel. A problem of

41
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formation of tunnel boundaries was solved on the basis of
tunneling by averaged correlation coefficients when
comparing a reference pattern with a separate fragment of
the route. The PH network training included realization of
the following stages:
1)
find a point with maximum brightness
the route fragment;
2)

Tmax

for

select a necessary number N of brightness values

Tmax  w , w  1, 2, ... , N , starting with the maximum one

(extreme points with brightness Tmax-w form N boundary
lines);
3)
for each boundary contour, determine preliminary
centers separately for each coordinate:

xс 
yс 

N 1 N 1

1
M

 w  f  x, y    x,

1
M

N 1 N 1

x 0 y 0

 w  f  x, y    y,
x 0 y 0

N 1 N 1
x 0 y 0

(11)

w  1, 2, ... , N , f  x, y  

where
is the image
brightness function;
4)
find averaged coordinates for the whole fragment
of the route (data for averaging are coordinates of each
boundary contour center) [10];
5)
find a reference pattern (for the training sample,
averaged brightness values of decomposition elements
comprising the route fragment, are found for each route
fragment);
6)
perform tunneling by averaged correlation
coefficients when comparing a reference pattern with an
individual route fragment (1 is selected as the upper
boundary of the tunnel, and an averaged correlation factor is
selected as a bottom boundary);
7)
determine “good” or “bad” images (a route
fragment is considered to be “good” if the average
correlation factor hits the tunnel of a reference pattern,
otherwise it is considered to be “bad”);
8)
perform weights optimization for the “good” image
by formula (12):

yec 

42

N 1 N 1

 w  f  x, y     x   
x 0 y 0

1
M

X

N 1 N 1

 w  f  x, y    y   
x 0 y  0

w  1, 2, ... , N , f  x, y  

x y

is

brightness,

are center shifts by X- and Y-axes
correspondingly.
The shift of centers on X- and Y-axes are determined by
formulas (13) and (14) respectively:

1
X 
N

y 

1
N

N 1

 x  x ,
i 0

i

(13)

N 1

  y  y ,
i 0

i

(14)

x, y are average values of the center of the
where
sample of images by X- and Y-axes respectively.
are center coordinates of each ith “good” image.

xi , y i

x ,y

M   w  f  x, y ,

1
xec 
M

where

Y

(12)

The obtained values ec ec are the final result of the
measurement of the energy center coordinates of laser beam
spot images.
This indicator will be used to verify pattern
correspondence, as well as to determine a desired response
in the error correction-based training method.
Proceeding from the task of parameter control of laser
beam radiation, we will use x and y coordinates of route
fragment energy centers as basic indicators for recognition
of laser beam spot images. Correlation factors at the first,
middle, last but one and the third from the end levels will be
auxiliary in applying the PH network training method for
dynamic pattern recognition.
To train the PH network for the dynamic pattern
recognition, the combined method will be used that contains
error correction-based and memory-based training methods.
A sequence of the combined method of the PH network
training for the dynamic pattern recognition comprises the
following:
1.
Construction of the PH network structure of the
selected laser route fragment.
2.
Application of the memory-based training method.
A number of common levels of the PH network is a
classifier based on the k-nearest neighbors rule, used in this
method.
3.
Construction of the PH network structure of the
reference pattern.
4.
Application of the error correction-based training
method. The criterion used for verification in this method, is
an average correlation factor by the PH network levels.
5.
Error correction for X and Y coordinates of route
fragment energy centers and for correlation factors at the
first, middle, last but one, and the third from the end PH
network levels. The correction is performed until network
parameters reach an absolutely balanced state. If the value
of parameters leads to an absolutely unbalanced state, the
conclusion is made that the laser route fragment does not
belong to the given pattern.
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V. RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH OF
PARALLEL-HIERARCHICAL NETWORK SELF-TRAINING UNDER
RECOGNITION OF STATIC AND DYNAMIC PATTERNS
1000 images of human faces from the Manchester
database of human faces were used for classification and
recognition of static patterns during the PH network selftraining [13].
To verify the quality of pattern classification and
recognition, we selected image AGJ-08.
After the procedure of static pattern training sample
formation, we obtain a database, whose fragment is
presented in Table I.
A comparative analysis of models of learning PH network
is presented in Table II.
Having applied a verification of image correspondence
with the correlation factor at the zero level of the PH
network, the following picture will be obtained (Table III).

Volume 12, Number 4, 2012
TABLE I. FORMATION OF THE STATIC PATTERN TRAINING SAMPLE DURING
PH NETWORK SELF-TRAINING

Test image AGJ-02:

Selected patterns: 1) AL-01

2) AGJ-01

Training
step ,
n

Image

0(n) 1(n) AVR(n) L1(n) L2(n)

1
2
3

AGJ-02
AGJ-02
AGJ-02

0,61
0,75
0,89

0,8
0,82
0,84

0,57
0,77
0,97

0,5
1
-

0,7
0,9
1

4

AGJ-02

1,03

0,86

1,17

-

-

TABLE II. A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE EFFICIENCY OF PH NETWORK TRAINING AND SELF-TRAINING MODELS
Parameter or property
1. Training
methods
and algorithms used in the
given paradigm, their
application order.

Training paradigm
PH network training with a teacher
PH network self-training
Error correction- and memory-based network training
Error correction- and memory-based network training
paradigms are used. Error correction is performed through paradigms are used. Patterns are optimized based on the
the cost function minimization by the delta rule. Patterns convex combination method.
are classified by the nearest neighbour rule [8].

2.
Problems
solved by means of the
model and its application
areas

Pattern recognition and classification,
function approximation, control.

forecast,

Patterns clusterization, (in-class categorization), data
analysis

3.
Brief
description of the model

The signal vector x(n) is sent to the network input.
The output signal of the PH network yk(n) is compared
with the desired output dk(n), and an error signal ek(n) is
formed as a result. The error signal will initialize a control
mechanism, whose purpose is to apply a sequence of
corrections of the PH network error signal. These changes
are aimed at the step-wise
approximation of the initial signal yk(n) to the desired
one dk(n).
The step-wise correction of PH network parameters
takes place until the system parameters reach an
absolutely balanced state (+1) in case of the correct
recognition, or an absolutely unbalanced state (-1) in case
of the incorrect recognition. At this point training process
stops.
An unknown vector xi is classified by a sampling from
a database of the initial signal corresponding to the input
signal close to xi.
A variation of the nearest neighbour-based is a
classifier of the k–nearest neighbors [8].

4.
Advantages of
the model

Hardware and software realization is simple and
allows applying methods of parallel programming.

5.
Drawbacks
the model

During the PH network training with a teacher [8], a knearest neighbors-based classifier operates similarly to an
averaging unit and does not take into account single
outliers (observations that differ from the nominal model),
which may influence a low percentage of “good” images
in the process of dynamic pattern recognition

At the initial stage of the PH network self-training, all
the experience presented by input patterns, arriving at the
PH network input, is accumulated in the large amount of
correctly classified patterns of the “input-output” type.
During the formation of the training sample we take
input patterns as reference ones. After the training sample
is formed, formation of classes and clusterization of
patterns accumulated in database takes place.
This clusterization may lead to the situation when the
classes formed, to which input patterns correspond, will
either merge or, vice versa, split into additional classes in
case, if patterns of the same class turn out to be close. In
this case, the convex combination method should be
applied [14].
The input pattern transformations of are performed in
such a way that, first, practically identical patterns are
sent to the network input, and in the course of time t the
patterns more and more approximate the reference
patterns.
After that the system functions according to the
principle of training with a teacher.
With application of the developed model of the PH
k- nearest
network training. a situation with the
neighbors-based classifier rule is excluded. It is achieved
due to the fact that at the initial stage of self-training
various patterns are entered into the database, and,
subsequently, outliers may belong to one of the formed
classes.
Loss of time as a result of the additional verification of
coincidence of pattern vectors during formation of classes.

of
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TABLE III. FORMATION OF CLASSES AND CLASSIFICATION OF STATIC
PATTERNS

Num.
of the
PH network
levels

Image

AGJ01
AGJ02
AGJ03
AGJ04
AGJ05
AGJ06
AGJ07
AGJ08
AGJ09
AGJ10

108
107
93
101
93
107
99
103
99
100

Class

AGJ08
AGJ01
AGJ08
AGJ08
AGJ05
AGJ05
AGJ02
AGJ08
AGJ09
AGJ08
AL01
AGJ08

σ0
(n)

σ1
(n)

σ AVR
(n)

σ L-1
(n)

σ L-2
(n)

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

Figure 2 Classification of static patterns during the PH network self training

1

1

0

1

1

TABLE IV. PERCENTAGE OF CORRECT RECOGNITION OF STATIC PATTERNS

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

№

Percentage
of
recognition, %
100
100
100
83,3
100
50

Pattern

1.
AGJ-01
2.
AGJ-02
3.
AGJ-05
4.
AGJ-08
5.
AL-01
6.
AL-02
Average percentage
recognition, %

of

correct

correct

88,88

The performed classification of static patterns may be
presented as a diagram of the proportion of correctly
classified patterns in the number of patterns in the class. The
resulting diagram is shown in Fig 2 (for part of all images).
Resulting data of the static pattern classification (for
different classes) are presented in Table IV.

As we can see, an average percentage of correct
recognition was 88,88%. Further classification is performed
on the basis of the convex combination method.
In the process of PH network self-training, 10000 route
fragments were used for classification and recognition of
dynamic patterns.
To verify the quality of pattern classification, route
fragment TV-030 will be selected (Fig.4).
After the procedure of formation of the training sample of
dynamic patterns, a database is obtained, a fragment of
which
is
presented
in
Table
V.

Patterns correspondence is be verified by means of averaged

correlation factors by the PH network levels.

AL-01
AL-02

84
100

No

Route
fragment

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

TV-001
TV-003
TV-004
TV-005
TV-006
TV-007
TV-008
TV-009
TV-010
TV-011
TV-012
TV-013
TV-014
TV-015
TV-016
TV-017
TV-018
TV-020
TV-021
TV-022
TV-023
TV-024
TV-025
TV-026
TV-027

44

TABLE V. CREATION OF CLASSES AND CLASSIFICATION OF DYNAMIC PATTERNS
Number of
PH network Class
X
Y
 0 (n)  1 (n) AVR(n)
levels
35
TV-017
66,0
40,0
1
1
1
25
TV-026
66,0
40,0
1
1
1
31
TV-026
66,0
44,0
1
1
1
42
TV-026
66,0
40,0
1
1
1
25
TV-017
74,0
43,0
1
1
1
26
TV-015
80,0
45,0
1
1
1
30
TV-024
66,0
38,0
1
1
1
34
TV-026
71,0
40,0
1
1
1
27
TV-026
75,0
42,0
1
1
1
37
TV-015
78,0
43,0
1
1
1
31
TV-015
70,0
39,0
1
1
1
37
TV-016
73,0
40,0
1
1
1
31
TV-015
76,0
41,0
1
1
1
31
TV-023
78,0
42,0
1
1
1
25
TV-023
73,0
39,0
1
1
1
46
TV-023
75,0
40,0
1
1
1
46
TV-026
77,0
41,0
1
1
1
37
TV-026
74,0
39,0
1
1
1
38
TV-026
76,0
40,0
1
1
1
39
TV-027
78,0
41,0
1
1
1
36
TV-026
79,0
41,0
1
1
1
40
TV-027
75,0
40,0
1
1
1
29
TV-027
77,0
40,0
1
1
1
47
TV-027
78,0
41,0
1
1
1
45
TV-027
80,0
41,0
1
1
1

L1(n)  (n)
L2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Figure 3. Classification of dynamic patterns during the PH network self-training
TABLE VII. COMPARATIVE CHARACTERISTIC OF INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGIES OF THE PH NETWORK TRAINING
No

Figure 4. Test fragment of trace TV-30

Fig. 3 demonstrates a diagram representing the performed
classification of dynamic patterns in the form of the
proportion of correctly classified patterns in the total
number of patterns in the class:
Obtained data of classification of dynamic images are
shown in Table VI.
TABLE VI. CREATION OF CLASSES AND CLASSIFICATION OF DYNAMIC
PATTERNS

No
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Pattern

TV_009
TV_010
TV_015
TV_016
TV_017
TV_023
TV_024
TV_026
TV_027
Average percentage of correction
recognition,%

Percentage of correct
recognition %
100
100
80
0
0
67,7
0
37,5
83,3
52,05

As we can see, an average percentage of correct
recognition is 52.05%. Further classification is performed
based on the convex combination method.
Now we will briefly describe technical advantages of
considered methods of PH network self-training, proceeding
from the results of experimental research (Table VII):

Parameters used in PH
network

Information
technology
[15,16]

Recognition of static patterns of human face images
Training method used
Method of PH
network training
with a teacher [8].
a) Average percentage of
93.75
correct recognition of
static patterns at the
zero level of PH
network, %
b) Average percentage of
84
correct recognition of
static patterns with
construction of
correlation curves by
levels, %
c) Average recognition
Depending on the
time, sec
level of the PH
network training
(from 0.5 to 12)

Developed
information
technology

Method of PH
network selftraining
88.88

90

Depending on
the analysis of
correlation
coincidence of
patterns (from
0.1 to 2)
Recognition of dynamic patterns of laser beam spot images
a
Average percentage of
38.4
40
“good” route fragments
%
b
Average percentage of
92.5
52.05
correct recognition, %
c
Accuracy of reference
0.01
0.01
point determination, not
more,
decomposition
elements
d
Average
time
of Depending on the Depending on
recognition, sec
level at the PH the analysis of
network training correlation
(from 0.5 to 60)
coincidence of
patterns (from
0.1 to 1)
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VI. CONCLUSION
Propositions necessary for development of the PH
network training methods are discussed in the paper. Unlike
already known structures of artificial neural networks,
where non-normalized (absolute) similarity criteria are used
for comparison, in the suggested method of PH network
organization, a normalized criterion is used. Based on the
analysis of training rules, a conclusion is made that the
application of two training methods with a teacher is optimal
for PH network training: error correction-based training and
memory-based training. Mathematical models of PH
network training and a combined method of PH network
training for recognition of static and dynamic patterns were
developed.
According to results of the experimental research of PH
network training with recognition of the test pattern AGJ-02
and selection of the pattern #1 AL-01 from database,
parameters of the PH network reached an unbalanced state
at the third step. With recognition of test pattern AGJ-02 and
selection of pattern #1 AGJ-01 from the database, PH
network parameters reached a balanced state at the fourth
step. That is why a conclusion is made that image AGJ-02
belongs to pattern AGJ-01, which means that the recognized
object is classified correctly.
During the recognition of test fragment TV-029 and
selection of the pattern from the database, correlation
parameters of PH network reached a balanced state at the
eleventh step, and coordinate parameters of the PH network
– at the sixteenth step.
The most important technical advantages of the suggested
method of PH network training realized in the new software
as compared with previous software and methods it used,
are the following: measurement accuracy after correction of
determination of route fragment energy centers was 0.01
decomposition element (as compared to 1,2 decomposition
element). The percentage of “good” images was 38.4% (as
compared to 50%), that increases the total percentage of
correct recognition to 92.5% (84.8%). However, an indicator
of the “average recognition time” at the initial level for PH
network training is 60 sec (30 sec).
An average percentage of correct recognition at the zero
level of the PH network increased 93.75% (80%) for
recognition of static patterns. A considerable growth of the
average percentage of correct recognition of static patterns
in constructing correlation curves by levels was also noted:
84% (as compared to 5%). An indicator of “average
recognition time” at initial level of PH network training is
10.73 sec (12 sec).
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